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I am Jason. Today I gonna tell everyone a movie about Jiangshi. The movie is 

Mr. Vampire Part 2. A Taoist with two apprentices look for antiquities, but they found 

three Jiangshi, a man and a woman and a small Jiangshi, the amount of paper on each 

of the repression . Taoist decided to sell the small Jiangshi, transported on the way, 1

Taoist do not accidentally get rid of the small Jiangshi head town of evil paper, small 

Jiangshi escaped. Two big jiangshi also broke the paper and struggle with taoist and 

apprentice, together to subdue the Jiangshi, but the apprentice was Jiangshi bites, who 

began to rot, then went to the doctor for medical treatment, two big Jiangshi flee. Finally 

the big Jiangshi found a small Jiangshi, and they run away. This movie and other 

zombie movies are different which is the zombies have emotion. The zombie was 

originally a monster without human consciousness, but the three zombies in the film 

were family relationships, they have really good relationship. That's why I choose this 

movie. Let's talk about Jiangshi. The Jiangshi in Chinese films is usually wearing 

clothes in the Qing Dynasty and the body is very stiff . The Jiangshi is not like Vampire 2

to drink people's blood, it steal people's life force. Some people will think how can I kill it 
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or control it, and then the Taoist appear. There has a lot of stuff to kill and control the 

jiangshi, for example, the evil paper. I3
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